Bandgap widening by disorder in rainbow metamaterials
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Stubbed plates, i.e., thin elastic sheets endowed with pillar-like scatterers, display subwavelength, locallyresonant bandgaps that are controlled by both the intrinsic resonance properties of the pillars and by the
relative stiffness of the pillars to the baseplate. In this work, we focus on the response of a thin and compliant plate featuring heterogeneous families of pillars. We demonstrate experimentally that both the spatial
arrangement and the resonant frequencies of the pillars greatly influence the filtering characteristics of the
system. We highlight that both spatially graded as well as random (disordered) arrangements of pillars result
in macroscopic bandgap widening. We further report that the spectral range over which wave attenuation
achieved with random arrangements is on average wider than the one observed while working with graded configurations. We explore the robustness of these findings against small changes in the structural and material
properties of the plate and pillars.
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Due to their peculiar mesoscale architectures, metamaterials are capable of manipulating waves in the subwavelength regime1–6 —when the wavelengths are much larger
than the characteristic microstructural length scales of
the medium. These manipulation effects are typically
achieved via periodic arrangements of resonators, but
some of them require the coexistence of heterogeneous
populations of resonators with different spectral characteristics. For example, subwavelength waveguiding has
been achieved by frequency upshifting of selected resonators located along a desired waveguide path4,7–9 , and
topological effects have been observed in mechanical systems comprising hexagonal arrangements of different resonator types10,11 . Similarly, rainbow trapping requires
graded arrays of resonators with different characteristics,
where each type of resonator distills a selected frequency
from a broadband input signal12–19 . Working with heterogeneous assemblies of resonators introduces an additional degree of freedom available for the metamaterial’s
design that results from the spatial arrangement of the
different subsets of resonating units. Whether this spatial arrangement has any influence on the wave control
capabilities of the system is a question that requires an
understanding of how neighboring resonators are coupled
by the wave-carrying medium in the metamaterial platform of choice. If such influence is indeed observed, it is
of practical interest to determine which spatial configuration maximizes the desired effect.
In this work, we study the effects of the spatial arrangement of local resonators on the bandgap characteristics of an elastic metamaterial, with special emphasis on bandgap widening. Our medium of choice is a
stubbed plate in which the plate substrate behaves as
the wave-carrying medium, and a forest of surface pillars
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup (top). The bottom images illustrate two configurations achievable through different selections and arrangements of the six pillar types shown on the
right (T to M5), obtained by sliding the conical brick down
the rod by discrete increments. The color-coding and labeling
introduced here are used throughout this work.

act as resonators20–28 (Fig. 1). It is known that graded
arrangements of heterogeneously-tuned resonators display wider bandgaps than their homogeneous counterparts14,29 . Here, our focus is to highlight the role played
by the compliance of the wave-carrying medium in controlling the bandgap response. When the plate is significantly more compliant than the pillars, the wave transmission characteristics of the plate become more sensitive
to the spatial arrangement of the pillars. Thus, hetero-
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FIG. 2. (a,b) Experimentally-reconstructed dispersion relations of the bare baseplate and of the baseplate with 5×12 identical
M1 pillars, respectively. (c) Plate flexural deformed shapes for the (b) case, measured at the centerline of the plate strip for
several frequencies of excitation (below, inside and above the hybridization gap). (d) Comparison between transmissibilities of
specimens featuring 5×12 arrays of identical pillars, for each of the six discrete types shown and color-coded in Fig. 1.

geneous arrangements differing from each other solely in
terms of their spatial distribution characteristics produce
appreciably different bandgap responses. Specifically, we
illustrate that random pillar arrangements systematically
widen the bandgaps with respect to nominally similar
graded configurations.
In order to achieve the versatility required to test multiple architectures within a single reconfigurable specimen, we design a modular30–32 stubbed plate with tunable resonators. We arrange arrays of LEGO® bricks
on a thin baseplate strip (Fig. 1), following a testing
paradigm that we previously introduced for homogeneous
locally-resonant phononic crystals28 . The specimen features 12×5 pillars arranged according to a square lattice in the central section of the strip. Each resonator
can assume one of the six discrete inertial configurations
shown at the bottom-right of Fig. 1, obtained by sliding
the conical tip down the rod by discrete increments of
δh = 3.25 mm. This manual tuning alters the effective
inertial characteristics of a pillar and thereby its natural frequencies, and is conceptually similar to strategies
discussed by other authors for Bragg bandgap tunability33–35 . Two examples of different pillar arrangements
are shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. The plates are excited
with a pseudorandom waveform prescribed by a shaker
to establish standing flexural wave patterns over a broad
spectrum of frequencies, and their out-of-plane response
is recorded with a 3D Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (3D-SLDV). More details on the setup are discussed
in the Supplementary Material section36 .
The effect of introducing arrays of pillars is to open

locally-resonant bandgaps in the phonon band structure.
This is clear when comparing the dispersion relation (reconstructed from experimental data) of the bare baseplate, which features a single flexural mode in the range
of interest, against that of the baseplate with all pillars of
the M1 type, where the mode is split and a hybridization
gap arises between 242 and 311 Hz (Fig. 2a,b). Here the
dotted lines that follow the dispersion branches are obtained by tracking the maxima of the spectral amplitude
(the underlying grayscale colormap). More details on
the procedure used for this band diagram reconstruction
are given in the Supplementary Material 36 . The flexural deflection shapes recorded along the strip’s centerline (Fig. 2c) reveal some peculiar aspects of the physical
mechanisms responsible for this gap. These observations
are crucial to properly interpret the results discussed in
the rest of this work. It can be noticed that, at the onset of the gap, the region of the plate below the pillars
undergoes flexural deformation whose amplitude is not
negligible with respect to the maximum plate deflection.
This suggests that, in our system, what effectively resonates are not the pillars taken as stand-alone beam-like
structural elements, but rather the small plate regions
surrounding the pillars; each pillar’s only contribution is
to add rotatory inertia to one resonating unit. We conjecture that this is due to the specific landscape of mechanical properties in our specimen, where the plate has
low relative stiffness with respect to the pillars, which
establishes strong coupling between neighboring pillars
through the plate substrate. For completeness, we analyzed the response of different uniform configurations,
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each featuring one of all the possible resonator types. The
measured transmissibilities indicate a trend of shifted and
partially overlapping bandgaps (Fig. 2d). As the tip mass
is slid down the pillars and the effective inertia of the
pillars is decreased, the onsets of the bandgaps shift towards higher frequency intervals. The dispersion curves
for these configurations are shown in the Supplementary
Material section36 .
Locally resonant bandgaps are usually narrow and
therefore impractical to design mechanical filters that are
effective against broadband excitations. This limitation
has inspired numerous widening strategies, among which
we recall trampoline effects37 , rainbow trapping14,38 ,
bandgap adjoining39,40 , and disorder-based methods involving Anderson localization phenomena29,41,42 . Here,
we investigate the behavior of heterogeneous populations
of resonators with emphasis on the dependence of the
bandgap width upon the spatial arrangement of the resonators. To this end, we compare the performance of
three classes of configurations: i) uniform arrangements,
ii) graded arrangements of heterogeneous resonators, and
iii) random populations of heterogeneous resonators. The
transmissibilities of a few representative configurations
are shown in Fig. 3. In each subfigure, the thick black
line represents the transmissibility for the arrangement
shown in the corresponding inset; all the configurations
feature 10 resonators of each type—T, M1, M2, M3, M4,
M5 denoted by the color coding introduced in Fig. 1.
The results for two graded architectures with different
gradient patterns (Figs. 3a-b) clearly highlight a widening of the bandgap with respect to their monochromatic
counterparts. In both cases, the total bandgap spans
the frequency interval encompassing the individual gaps
of three monochromatic configurations. This result is a
manifestation of the rainbow trapping effect14–16 . Interestingly, we observe that the configuration in Fig. 3a,
named graded A, produces a wider and deeper gap than
the one in Fig. 3b, labeled graded B, suggesting that the
performance of graded architectures is influenced by the
period of the spatial arrangement. The transmissibility of a representative spatially-disordered arrangement
(MATLAB-generated) is shown in Fig. 3c. The most distinctive morphological difference brought about by randomization is that the bandgap is wider than its graded
and homogeneous counterparts—stretching here over the
frequency interval spanned by five individual bandgaps.
The reliability of this observation is confirmed by averaging three random realizations (Fig. 3d, black line). These
experimental results (later corroborated by numerical results) lead to the conclusion that randomization causes
attenuation over a wider frequency range, but this comes
at the expense of the attenuation amplitude, which decreases with respect to the graded case. A similar effect
is well documented in non-resonant disordered periodic
systems43 .
To substantiate our experimental findings, and to explore the robustness of these results against variations in
the characteristics of plate and pillars, we perform finite

FIG. 3. Influence of the spatial arrangement of heterogeneously tuned resonators on wave attenuation. The resonators are programmed as indicated in the insets; in all cases,
the resonators are divided into six groups of ten units each,
implementing the six pillar configurations shown in Fig. 1. (ac) Transmissibilities for graded (a-b) and spatially randomized (c) configurations, marked by thick black lines; thin colorcoded lines refer to uniformly tuned monochromatic configurations. (d) Comparison between the bandgap performance
of uniform, graded and random (3 averages) configurations.

element simulations, carried out in Abaqus/Standard.
The plate is discretized using 3D shell elements. The
pillars are modeled as Timoshenko beams that are assumed to be perfectly anchored to the plate at a single
point. The conical sliding tip is assumed to be a point
mass. Further details are discussed in the Supplementary
Material 36 . The numerical model captures all the im-
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FIG. 4. Numerical simulations. (a) Dispersion relation
(dashed gray line) and transmissibility (orange line) for the
M1 homogeneous configuration. We consider everything
below the dotted orange line (transmissibility < 10−1 ) as
bandgap. The inset depicts a deflection shape right before the
bandgap onset. (b) Comparison between the bandgap performance of uniform, graded and random (average of 150 realizations) configurations. The gray area represents the standard
deviation of the black curve. (c,d) Bandgap width as a function of the plate ratio (P R), and of the increment by which the
conical mass is slid down the pillars in different configurations
(δh), respectively. For the experimental setup, δh = 3.25mm
and P R = 0.2.

portant qualitative features of the experimental results,

albeit without matching quantitatively the frequencies
of the experimental bandgaps. For example, the dispersion relation and the transmissibility curve (dashed
gray lines and orange line in Fig. 4a, respectively) for
the M1 homogeneous configuration feature trends that
closely resemble the experimental results in Fig. 2b,d.
The deflection shape at the onset of the bandgap (inset
in Fig. 4a) highlights that the resonance is characterized by an undulatory motion of the plate, also consistent with the experiments (Fig. 2c). An advantage of
numerical simulations is that we can compare a significantly larger set of realizations of the disordered metamaterial to infer the statistical behavior of the ensemble.
Fig. 4b shows the average transmissibility curve obtained
by averaging 150 disordered realizations. These results
corroborate the previous conclusion (Fig. 3d) that the
locally-resonant bandgap of the random configuration is
on average wider than the bandgap of the graded configurations. More detailed comparisons are provided as
Supplementary Material 36 .
We leverage the numerical platform to further explore
the influence of some key system parameters on the
bandgap behavior. In particular, we explore the effect
of i) the relative stiffness between plate and pillars, ii)
the spacing between the resonance frequencies of the pillars. For this parametric study, we focus on the bandgap
width, specifically on how it compares between the random and the two graded configurations. Fig. 4c shows
that stiffening the plate (as parameterized by PR, the
ratio between the elastic modulus of the pillar and that
of the plate) will widen the bandgap for all three configurations, as well as shift them towards higher frequencies.
The latter aspect provides further evidence that the plate
is part of the resonating unit. Fig. 4d shows the bandgap
width as a function of δh, which is the increment by which
the conical mass is slid down the pillars (δh was set to the
default 3.25 value in the previous discussion). Increasing
δh results in a wider separation between the bandgaps
of the six configurations made of uniform pillar arrangements, and therefore widens the total bandgaps for both
the graded and the random configurations44 . However, it
is clear that the widening effect is more pronounced for
random configurations. It is nonetheless noted that, although random configurations have the widest bandgap
on average, the widening does not necessarily occur for
all realizations, as evidenced by the standard deviation
(gray shading in Fig. 4b). From this parametric analysis we conclude that the disorder-induced widening of
bandgap is (a) robust to small changes in structural and
material properties of the metamaterial, and (b) it occurs
over a wider frequency range than the bandgap produced
by grading the resonators.
In conclusion, this work takes advantage of highlyreconfigurable LEGO® -brick-based stubbed plates to
highlight the potential advantages of mechanical metamaterials featuring heterogeneous populations of resonators as broadband filters and showcases the importance of the spatial arrangement of the resonators. In
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particular, we have realized and tested a tunable elastodynamic rainbow trap and we have shown that the interplay between heterogeneity in the resonators’ characteristics and spatial disorder results in a widening of the filtering effects compared to the more conventional spatiallyordered rainbow material concepts. Several questions remain to be addressed: 1) Do these effects survive more
dramatic changes in properties? 2) Are they applicable
to all stubbed plate configurations (even to those where
spatial arrangements have been proven not to matter,
such as aluminum plates with very tall aluminum pillars26 )? These questions naturally call for an even more
systematic parametric investigation—something that is
still absent in the literature, and that could further unveil unexpected wave manipulation effects.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR “INTERPLAY BETWEEN SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT AND BANDGAP WIDENING
IN THIN ELASTIC SOLIDS WITH HETEROGENEOUSLY-TUNED PILLARS”
S1.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE SETUP AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

S1.1.

Details on the experimental setup

The specimen is a strip cut out from a gray acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) baseplate (LEGO® , Item 10701)
and features 12×5 telescopic resonators arranged in a square lattice architecture. The strip is 5.7 cm wide and the
distance between the clamped ends is approximately 46.3 cm. Each resonator is characterized by a rod (LEGO® ,
Elem. ID 395726) and a conical brick (LEGO® , Elem. ID 4518029) in prismatic contact. The conical brick can be slid
up and down the rod to tune the resonator’s natural frequency; the rod-brick contact is strong enough for the brick
to hold its position throughout the tests. Note that the resonators are attached to the baseplate through frictional
contact as well (anchoring the base of the rod to one of the protuberances, studs, of the baseplate). The standing
wave excitation signals are transmitted to the structure through an electromechanical shaker (Brüel & Kjær Type
4810) and a stinger. The out of plane velocity time histories of points on the back-side of the plate belonging to a
pre-determined grid are recorded via a 3D Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (3D-SLDV, Polytec PSV-400-3D). The
acquisition is performed in the frequency domain (the Fast Fourier Transform is performed automatically within the
PSV acquisition system). To eliminate non-repeatable noisy features from the response, measurements are repeated
10 times and averaged at each measurement location. As far as the vibrometer channel is concerned, we select a 5 V
range and DC coupling. We acquire in the 0–5 kHz frequency range, and we concentrate on the 0–600 Hz band when
postprocessing the data. The sampling frequency is fs = 12.8 kHz and the number of FFT lines is 3200, resulting
in a frequency resolution of 1.5625 Hz. The selected velocity decoder is the digital VD-08-10 mm/s/V, that allows
acquisitions up to 20 kHz. The excitation is a pseudorandom waveform with maximum amplitude of 500 mV. The
excitation signal is amplified using a Brüel & Kjær Type 2718 Power Amplifier, with gain set to 30 dB.
The grid of measurement points is shown in Fig. S1. The legend shows which sets of points are used to calculate
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FIG. S1. Measurement grid (left, where the groups of points are used to calculate the quantities reported in the legend).
Picture of the experimental setup (right).
out
in
bd
certain quantities of interest. Note that the transmissibility is measured as vz,ave
/vz,ave
, while vz,ave
is used to
reconstruct the dispersion relation of each configuration. In particular, the reconstruction operation is performed by
taking the frequency-space data for all points highlighted in yellow, and performing a 1D discrete Fourier transform.
This yields frequency-wavenumber spectral maps. The dispersion branches are extracted by tracing the maxima of
the spectral function at each frequency.
Our specimens are extremely flexible and are made of a polymeric material. To rule out nonlinearities from our
explanations, we tried to understand whether our specimens presented any signature of nonlinearity in their response.
In order to address this issue, we compared the responses of the same architecture featuring only M1 resonators
to excitations at different amplitudes. The transmissibility plots for three loading amplitudes (0.1 V, 0.5 V—the
amplitude used for all experiments throughout this article—and 1.0 V) are superimposed in Fig. S2. We can see that
the only difference between the 0.1 V case and the 0.5 V case is represented by the morphology of the bandgap—with
the 0.1 V case being characterized by a jagged “bottom”. With respect to the other two cases, the high amplitude
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FIG. S2. Response of a uniform M1 architecture to three different loading amplitudes.

(1.0 V) one is characterized by a different response both before and after the bandgap. We believe this amplitudedependent behavior to be indeed due to a mix of material and geometric nonlinearities that are triggered when the
load is larger than a certain threshold. However, we exclude that nonlinearities affect our observations on bandgap
widening, due to the fact that the amplitude of excitation does not significantly affect the extent of the bandgap,
whose sharp onset and sloping end are unchanged.
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S1.2.

Response of uniform architectures

In this section, we report additional results on the response of uniform architectures. The comparison between
the experimentally-reconstructed dispersion curves of a plate with no pillars and of a plate with 12×5 identical M1type pillars is shown in Fig. S3(a,b). Fig. S3(c) shows the frequency range of interest, where only one mode exists.

FIG. S3. (a), (b) Experimentally-reconstructed dispersion relation for a plate with no pillars, and for a plate with 12×5 identical
M1-type pillars, respectively. (c) Low-frequency detail of (b), highlighting the hybridization bandgap of interest. Mode shapes
for the case with M1 pillars, measured along the centerline of the plate strip and recorded at frequencies before, within and
after the hybridization bandgap.

Fig. S3(a,b), on the other hand, show a much wider frequency range, where multiple modes are present. While we
don’t have an explanation for all the modes in this range, we can see that the influence of the bricks is also significant
at higher frequencies.
In Fig. S4, we report the low-frequency reconstructed band diagrams of all uniform configurations. We can see that
the bandgap consistently shifts towards higher frequencies as we lower the conical brick along the pillar. Here, we
define the bandgap as that frequency range where kx = 0. While identifying the bandgaps is trivial for the T, M1,
M2, M3, M4 configurations, things are not so clear for M5. This configuration seems to feature a wide gap split by
a horizontal mode, that could be due to the mechanics of the pillar when the conical brick is located near its base.
Note that this phenomenon is not captured numerically, when the brick is approximated as a point mass. For the
reader’s convenience, all bandgap ranges extracted from these experimental results are tabulated in Table I.
Configuration
fonset (Hz)
fend (Hz)

T
228
289

M1
242
311

M2
259
339

M3
284
355

M4
298
366

TABLE I. Experimental bandgap ranges. *: This bandgap is split by a mode of unknown origin at around 380 Hz.

M5
327
423*

S4

FIG. S4. From left to right: reconstructed band diagrams of configurations featuring no pillars, pillars of the T, M1, M2, M3,
M4, M5 type. The dots on the band diagrams are the maxima of the spectral function at each frequency.
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S1.3.

More responses of heterogeneous architectures

In this section, we report additional results related to the attenuation capabilities of architectures featuring graded
and disordered spatial arrangements of heterogeneous resonators. In the article, we reported on various architectures
displaying 10 resonators of each of the following types: T, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5. All the results we obtained with these
sets of resonators are shown in Fig. S5. In Fig. S6, we show that similar considerations can be made for architectures

FIG. S5. Influence of the spatial arrangement of heterogeneously tuned resonators on wave attenuation. In all cases, 10/60
resonators are programmed to the brick configurations T, M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5. (a), (b) Transmissibilities for graded and
(c), (d), (e) spatially randomized configurations, marked by thick black lines; thin color-coded lines refer to uniformly tuned
monochromatic configurations (see color coding in Fig. 1).

comprising 15 M1, 15 M2, 15 M3 and 15 M4 resonators. We can see that bandgaps for the graded architectures,
shown in Figs. S6a-b, span two of the reference bandgaps (yellow and green) and present a similar morphology (sharp
onset and sloping end). On the other hand, the bandgaps of configurations featuring disordered brick arrangements
are wider than their graded counterparts, spanning three or four individual bandgaps as shown in Figs. S6c-e, and
also present different morphological characteristics (they have a “jagged” profile, while also being less deep).
In Fig. S7, we show the response of architectures comprising 20 M1, 20 M2 and 20 M3 resonators. Similar
considerations as in the previous case apply, and we still observe a slight widening due to randomization.
In Fig. S8, we show the response of architectures comprising 30 M1 and 30 M2 resonators. As we decrease the degree
of heterogeneity among resonator characteristics, we can see that the results for graded and disordered architectures
do not differ much. Even though it is challenging to comment on the bandgap width, we are able to see that the
bandgaps in Figs. S8a,b have a more regular morphology than those in Figs. S8c-e.
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FIG. S6. Influence of the spatial arrangement of heterogeneously tuned resonators on wave attenuation. In all cases, 15/60
resonators are programmed to the brick configurations M1, M2, M3, and M4. (a), (b) Transmissibilities for graded and (c),
(d), (e) spatially randomized configurations, marked by thick black lines.
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FIG. S7. Influence of the spatial arrangement of heterogeneously tuned resonators on wave attenuation. In all cases, 20/60
resonators are programmed to the brick configurations M1, M2 and M3. (a), (b) Transmissibilities for graded and (c), (d), (e)
spatially randomized configurations, marked by thick black lines.
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FIG. S8. Influence of the spatial arrangement of heterogeneously tuned resonators on wave attenuation. In all cases, 30/60
resonators are programmed to the brick configurations M1 and M2. (a), (b) Transmissibilities for graded and (c), (d), (e)
spatially randomized configurations, marked by thick black lines.
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S2.
S2.1.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE MODEL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
Material properties for the numerical model

Table II summarizes the material properties used for numerical simulation of the metamaterial system. The Young’s
modulus and density are denoted by E and ρ, the conical mass of each pillar with m0 , Poisson’s ratio with ν and
the value of structural damping with η. The value of Poisson’s ratio was chosen based on known data for ABS,
the material from which the plate and pillars are made. The value of structural damping was chosen such that the
simulated and measured transfer functions are of the same order of magnitude. Other parameters in Table II are
based on measurements.
TABLE II. Material properties used in numerical simulation of the metamaterial system.
Eplate
5.5 GPa

ρplate
8.16×10−4 g/mm3

Epillar
27.2 GPa

ρpillar
11.0×10−4 g/mm3

m0

ν

η

0.219 g

0.35

0.015 Ns2 /m
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Computation of dispersion relations

To compute the diversion curves of our metamaterial system, we define as our unit cell a portion of the plate that
contains one column of 5 pillars. The units cell has a length of 11.25 mm along the x axis and a width of 56.25 mm
along the y axis. The top and bottom edges of the unit cell are free, and Bloch boundary conditions are applied to the
right and left edges. This unit cell is appropriate for capturing the dispersion properties of the uniform configurations
due to the locally-resonant nature of the bandgap.
Fig. S9a shows the dispersion diagram of the tall configuration (T) containing all the modes up to 1 kHz (the first
14 modes of the unit cell). An inspection of the modes up to 600 Hz (not reported for brevity) reveals that the
majority of mode shapes exhibit considerable twist/torsional motion where the centreline (along the x axis) remains
relatively motionless. While the modes with torsional motion do exist, they are not excited in our metamaterial system
because of the two fixed boundary conditions as well as the mid-plane excitation. Out experimental reconstruction
of the dispersion relation in Figs. 2b and S4 confirms this claim. Keeping only the mode shapes with non-negligible
out-of-plane motion along the centreline, we are left with two branches in the dispersion diagram (modes 1 and 11).
These branches are highlighted in thick red curves in Fig. S9a, and agree with measurements of Fig. S4. Fig. S9b
shows the computed dispersion diagrams for the 6 uniform configurations.

FIG. S9. Computed dispersion diagrams of the metamaterial system. (a) The first 14 modes of the tall configuration. The
branches highlighted in red thick curves correspond to modes that have a non-negligible out-of-plane motion along the centreline. The inset magnifies the long-wavelength portion of the dispersion diagram. (b) Dispersion diagrams of the 6 uniform
configurations (cf. Fig. S4). The length of the unit cell is a = 11.25 mm.
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Detailed comparison of bandgaps

We compare the bandgaps of different configurations: 6 uniform, 2 graded and random. Fig. S10a shows the
transmissibility curves for the 6 homogeneous pillar populations (T, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5) introduced in Fig. 1. We

FIG. S10. Comparison of numerical transmissibility curves and bandgap widths for different spatial arrangements of pillars. (a)
Transmissibility curves for the six uniform configurations. (b) Transmissibility curves for random and graded configurations.
(c) Comparison of the bandgap widths for uniform, graded and random configurations.

have defined the bandgap as the frequency range where less than 1% percent of wave energy is transmitted through
the plate. This corresponds to the portion of trnamissibility curves that lies below the value of 0.1 (see Fig. S10a).
Comparison of Fig. S10a to their measured counterparts in Fig. 2d shows that the numerical model closely reproduces
the qualitative features of the transmissibility curves. The same is observed when comparing the bandsgaps of the
graded arrangements in Fig. S10b (simulated) and Figs.3a,3b (measured).
Fig. S10c shows how the bandgap evolves according to the spatial arrangement of the pillars. As the conical mass is
slid down the pillars in uniform configurations (from T to M5), the bandgap shifts to higher frequencies and becomes
narrower. The shift to higher frequencies occurs because the effective inertia of the sliding mass becomes smaller.
The narrowing effect occurs because the relative amplitude of oscillations of the pillar decreases, resulting in weaker
coupling between the pillars. The bandgaps of the graded and random arrangements have similar widths, but all three
are much wider than bandgaps of the uniform arrangements. It is important to note that the bandgap of the random
arrangement is the widest in the ensemble-average sense, meaning that individual realizations could have narrower
bandgaps.
Our parametric study of bandgaps revealed that stiffening the plate (Fig. 4c) and increasing the spacing between
the resonance frequencies of pillars (Fig. 4d) widens the bandgaps for graded and random configurations. Fig. S11
compares the transmissibilities of graded and random configuration for those parameter values that resulted in the
widest bandgaps. As reported in Fig. 4, the random configuration has a wider bandgap than either of the graded
configurations. When we consider the standard deviation of the transmissibilities within the ensemble of random
configurations, we note that individual realizations may have bandgaps with a similar width to those of graded
configurations (see Fig. S11b).

S12

FIG. S11. Comparison of the transmissibilities for those parameters where the bandgap of the random configurations is the
widest. The gray area corresponds to the standard deviation of the transmissibility within the ensemble. Panel (a) corresponds
to Fig. 4c and panel (b) to Fig. 4d. In both cases, the random configuration has the widest bandgap on average.

Fig. S12 shows the influence of the spacing between pillars (along the x axis) on the transmissibility of the M1
configuration – similar results are obtained for other uniform configurations. Increasing the spacing d makes the
coupling between pillars weaker, which results in a narrower bandgap. A similar effect is obtained by softening the
plate, as reported in Fig. 4 for random and graded configurations.

FIG. S12. Influence of the spacing between pillars (along x) on the transmissibility of the M1 configuration. The experimental
setup has a spacing of d = 11.25 mm.
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Spatial profile of the response

We have focused mainly on the influence of the spatial arrangement of pillars on the transmissiblity of the metamaterial. In this section, we consider their influence on the spatial profile of the response, as quantified by the velocity
amplitudes at the center line of the plate along the x axis. Fig.2c shows the measured spatial profile of the plate for
the uniform arrangement M1 – similar spatial profiles are obtained for other uniform arrangements. Here, we compare
the spatial profiles for the graded and random arrangements.
Fig. S13 shows the spatial profiles at three frequencies near the bandgaps – see Fig. S10b for the corresponding
transmissibility curves. As expected, the spatial profile of the response is highly dependent on the frequency, specifically within and after the region populated by the pillars. Within the shared bandgap frequencies (Figs. S13a and b),
the three configurations have a somewhat similar spatial profile in the region containing the pillars, and their relative
response amplitudes on the receiver side agrees well with their transmissibilities in Fig. S10b. At 407 Hz (Fig. S13c),
the graded configurations are already well outside their bandgap. Accordingly, its velocity response is markedly lower
than the response of the graded configurations within and after the locally resonant region.

FIG. S13. Comparison of the spatial profiles of the response for graded and random arrangements. The gray area shows the
standard deviation of the black curve. The start and end of the region containing the pillars correspond to x/L = 0.36 and
x/L = 0.63, respectively, where L = 463 mm is the total length of the plate.

